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CADFA trustees’ report for 2018-19  

Context 2018-19 
 

CADFA links people from the UK to people in Palestine - in particular to Abu Dis in 

the Jerusalem suburb – in order to raise awareness of the serious human rights 

situation in Palestine and encourage people to work for human rights and respect for 

international humanitarian law. This 

was a significant year for us – not 

only was Human Rights Day 2018 

fifteen years since Camden Abu Dis 

links began but it marked 70 years 

since the UN Declaration of Human 

Rights, and this was also 70 years 

since the Palestinian Nakbeh.  

 

The pressure on the Palestinians - 

deep racism, military occupation, 

serious human rights violations and 

threats of further dispossession - has 

got steadily stronger.  The US 

President Trump was taking clear 

sides with Israel and the settlers’ 

movement in relation to taking over 

Jerusalem, the Golan Heights and 

potentially large areas of the West 

Bank.  The Israelis continued with 

savage reprisals against the 

demonstrators in Gaza and planned 

to evict the Bedouin to allow further 

 CADFA  

CADFA came into being during 
2004, was constituted as a 
charity in June 2005 and gained 
recognition as a charity in 
January 2006. There is more 
information about CADFA and 
our activities on our website 
cadfa.org. and our Facebook 
@camdenabudis   

 

   CADFA’s objects  

November 2013  stAs amended at AGM 21 

CADFA’s charitable objects are to promote human 
rights (as set out in the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights and subsequent United Nations 
conventions and declarations) and respect for 
international humanitarian law in Palestine by all or 
any of the following means: 

• Raising awareness of human rights and 
humanitarian issues relevant to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict in general and to the 
situation of Abu Dis in particular; 

• Researching and monitoring abuses of human 
rights and infringements of humanitarian law 
in Abu Dis in particular and Palestine more 
widely; 

• Educating the public about human rights and 
humanitarian law; 

• Promoting public support for human rights 
and the observance of humanitarian law; 

• Working to eliminate abuses of human rights 
and infringements of humanitarian law in 
Abu Dis in particular and Palestine more 
widely; 

• Working to obtain and promote redress for 
the victims of human rights abuses and 
infringements of humanitarian law in Abu 
Dis in particular and Palestine more 
widely  and their families; 

• Providing support to and relieving need 
among the victims of human rights abuses 
and infringements of humanitarian law and 
their families, in Abu Dis in particular and 
Palestine more widely. 
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settlement expansion in the E1 area.  The people of Abu Dis suffered movement 

restrictions, family separations and military violence. Inside Abu Dis there was 

frequent army activity including around the schools where many boys’ school days 

were lost because of checkpoints and tear gas.   

  

Meanwhile Britain struggled through unresolved drama over Brexit. Racism and 

intolerance were on the rise across the world. The widening of awareness across 

Britain and the world about what is happening in Palestine was being met by smears 

about people who spoke out – a threat to free speech that has to be constantly 

challenged. 

 

CADFA has stayed clearly focused on its aims in the fifteen years since December 

2003 and our reason for action is stronger than ever.  CADFA activity this year 

included advocacy and campaigning work, local work in the UK and in Palestine as 

well as big youth exchanges which included partners from France as well as UK and 

Palestine.  The young people on our big project ‘Ma’an-Together’ – which linked the. 

struggles against racism and discrimination in Europe and elsewhere with the human 

rights violations faced by the Palestinians – decided that their message was simply. 

“We are human too.”  We believe this work with young people important but it likely 

that we can no longer count on EU funding which has helped so much in the is past 

few years. Many other applications for funding were unsuccessful. This was then a 

final year on an old model and a time to work out how to reorient for the next 

period. 
 

 

 CADFA’s work in Palestine: 

human rights reports and Dar 

Assadaqa   

 
The CADFA co-ordinator in Abu Dis has wide 

contacts in the town.   He collected reports of 

human rights violations from people in the town, 

the basis for human rights reports, educational 

and advocacy materials and human rights 

campaigns in Britain.  

 

The base for our work is Dar Assadaqa in Abu Dis 

which runs activities for young people in 

particular, This was a difficult year because we 

had two long bouts of key staff illness  which 

slowed down the on-going youth activities there 

Dar Assadaqa   

Dar Assadaqa is the centre that 
we support in Abu Dis, Palestine 
– Set up in 2006 as Dar Assadaqa 
(‘Friendship House’), it was re-
licenced by the Palestinian 
Higher Council for Youth and 
Sport under the name ‘Dar 
Assadaqa for Youth Exchange’ as 
in Palestine its distinctive 
contribution is seen as the way it 
brings young people from 
Palestine and other countries 
together (especially the UK), 
through exchange visits to  and 
from Palestine and other 
activities with a focus on 
twinning and communication  to 
people outside Palestine such as 
our own CADFA links groups. 
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and a planned winter camp unfortunately had to be cancelled.  The centre was used 

for extra classes for people studying towjehi (end of year exams). There was a 

successful children’s summer camp in the summer holiday. The contribution by 

international volunteers was appreciated (volunteers from CADFA): they took part in 

activities, outings, art, sports and games with 35 young people and reported on the 

feeling of optimism despite the real difficulties in the town under occupation.     

 

 

High points of the year were exchanges that brought international visitors to work 

with young and older people in Dar Assadaqa – the big Ma’an youth exchange in 

April, visitors in July, volunteers in July-August, visitors in October and in March-April 

2019.  Through this work, Dar Assadaqa worked with many local partner 

organisations in Abu Dis, including the local council and the Al Quds University. 

CADFA’s project work also helped Dar Assadaqa build and strengthen links to youth 

organisations across the West Bank, 

including to the Saraya Centre in Jerusalem 

and the Bedouin villagers of Jabal al-Baba.   

The travel restrictions and obstacles caused 

by the occupation confine people to their 

town for much of the time. Taking part in 

the visits also took people from Abu Dis 

across the West Bank and the responses of 

young people in particular have 

encouraged us to seek funding to create 

more opportunities for them for outings 

both locally and nationally and an ambition 

to create a media centre for young people 

to develop their skills and enable us to send 

their work outwards.  

 

 

CADFA’s work in the UK: 

human rights advocacy and 

education  

 

We would like to thank Interpal for their 

funding to our project ‘Palestinian human 

rights advocacy and education’ (summer 

2017 to autumn 2018). This helped us to 

continue our core work within Britain.   

 Café Palestina  

 
Café Palestina was set up as a 
social enterprise (CIC) outside 
CADFA and is a separate 
organisation. But its aim is to 

support CADFA. The Café is a 

wonderful venue for CADFA and 

a much better home than we ever 

have had as it provides us with 

work space, a public face and a 

lovely events room where we 

run a programme of regular 

and occasional events as well as 

fundraisers which help us to 

keep going. It brings in new 

interest and new members all 

the time. We can spread 

information to new people 

through our film nights, 

speakers, fundraisers and open 

meetings. We can now offer 

workshops for school children, 

college students and others 

both in the café and its event 

room.  
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Central to this was the collection of information on the human rights situation, to be 

published in monthly human rights reports and used in all parts of our work. We 

used the material for campaigning and spread it as we could via our website, 

Facebook and email list. This year, we used the human rights reports and information 

from Palestine to revise the resources section of our website.  This material informed 

our leaflets, films, books, exhibitions and was used in workshops for young people, 

university students and also for volunteers.  

CADFA ran an active programme of events to disseminate and report on the human 

rights situation in Palestine. Our new venue at Café Palestina enabled us to hold 

public events at least once a week, and we had an average of five or six events per 

month in this period in Café Palestina and elsewhere.  Public meetings included film 

shows, talks by CADFA members, people just back from Palestine and by Palestinian 

visitors.  We celebrated important dates including human rights day and 

international women’s day as well as Palestinian commemorations such as prisoners’ 

day and Nakba day. We hosted speakers who could talk about Palestine. This 

included Benjamin Ladraa talking on “Walking to Jerusalem” (February) and Layla 

Hassan talking about Women in Hebron (March).   

 

We provided speakers for local organisations, schools and other twinning groups. We 

took this work to local organisations and also around the UK to meet groups, do 

street activities, run meetings. This included many parts of London among them 

Camden, Islington, Greenwich, Hammersmith, Hackney, South Wimbledon, Islington 

and Camden and also Northampton, Nottingham, Hull, Malvern, Worcester, 

Kettering, Llanidloes, Knighton. We involved 

people from many other places in our visits 

and projects. 

 

We also continued with our links groups 

(women, youth and students) who were 

involved in spreading this work in their own 

sector and supporting the visit projects. The 

women’s links group are focused on 

exchanges of women each year, and help to 

fund this through weekly stalls at the 

Brunswick Centre. The students who have 

been involved in our project are in touch with 

students in Palestine, have been very involved 

in Palestine societies and activities in their 

university, and are keen to organise more 

CADFA exchanges between students, both 

here and in Palestine. and set up monthly 

CADFA open meetings to bring in different 

CADFA Education 

Towards the end of 2016-17, 
Erasmus+, who had awarded us 
our new EU-funded project 
Maan-Together, told us that they 
needed us to make ourselves into 
a limited company in order to 
give us the grant. We therefore 
created the company ‘Camden 
Abu Dis Friendship Association 
Education’ in order to manage 
our big grants. Its objects are the 
same as CADFA’s, its directors 
are CADFA trustees, and its 
money is managed by CADFA and 
this is shown in our accounts 
below. 
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groups and new people.  Our idea this year was to hold them early on a Sunday 

afternoon in order to suit the timing of friends in Palestine so we could have a Skype 

link. This didn’t prove popular at the London end so we began a different format: 

evening meetings called “Let’s Talk about Palestine.” 

 

During this period we held two conferences to raise awareness, raise understanding 

of the issues and help others to become active advocates of human rights in 

Palestine. These both had strong speakers from Palestine and people who had been 

involved in our work here and useful workshops. The first conference was at our AGM 

in July 2018 and the second on Human Rights Day December 2018. 

 

The human rights reports together are shocking and powerful material, and we 

produced a digest of ten years of human rights reports which we attached to last 

year’s Annual Report and printed into a small booklet. We used this together with 

our leaflets, short films and books in workshops for young people, visitors and 

volunteers.  

 

We decided to put the human rights reports written during the Interpal project 

period 2017-18 into a book under the title “A Year in Abu Dis” which will be 

published during 2019-20. 

 

 

 

Campaigns on Palestinian human rights issues  
 

 

CADFA campaigned on Palestinian human rights issues at grassroots level and at 

policy-maker level. We brought the issues of Palestinian human rights to the public 

through visual events in the street, stalls, talks and the material and activities 

mentioned above.  

 

We took the following issues to policy makers (our councillors, local MP, MEPs, 

Foreign Office) through letters, petitions, letters throughout the year.  We involved 

people in discussions, in signing petitions in hard copy and on the web and we 

distributed model letters on particular issues, asking people to sign and post them. 

We produced postcards for people to send to their MPs. We note that throughout 

this period we had no answer to any communication at all from our MP, Keir Starmer, 

who clearly was busy with Brexit, but we wonder whether the campaign to smear 

politicians who spoke out on Palestine (specially in the Labour Party) was having an 

effect. We continued to write to him. 
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In December 2018, when we had Palestinian visitors with us from Jerusalem, Abu Dis 

and Jabal al-Baba, we visited the House of Lords and also the Foreign Office so they 

could talk about the situation in those places and urge action. 

 

We brought the following issues in Palestine to the attention of people at grassroots 

level and policy makers 

 

• Ongoing disruption to education in schools and the university in Abu Dis by 

Israeli soldiers 

• Threat of demolition of Khan al Ahmar/ Bedouin villages in the E1 area 

• Jerusalem, Gaza, pressures and attacks on civilians  

• Military violence in Abu Dis 

• Prisoners, child prisoners, mistreatment of prisoners including sick 

prisoners (Waleed Sharaf)  

• Overall, the apartheid situation that links to the systematic denial of human 

rights to Palestinians. 

 

As more and more people in the UK are seeing and opposing these human rights 

violations, speaking out on Palestine has been met with accusations, smears and fear. 

The IHRA definition of anti-semitism was this year being pushed out across the 

country together with a series of definitions that conflated criticism of Israel with 

anti-semitism. CADFA opposes this conflation and continued to raise the issue of 

free speech on Palestine to the government and organisations considering this 

definition. 

 

The British government’s lip-service commitment to a two-state solution helps them 

to avoid issues of inequality while they follow Israel’s different categorisation of 

people, for example in UK visa rules.  In order to raise the issue of their lack of 

consistency and the importance of challenging racism and apartheid (not just in 

relation to visas), we continued to use the visa equality petition. 

 

 

Bringing people from Palestine together with people 

from the UK 
 

 

We continued to work in both countries to involve people from the local 

communities in our work, linking them to people in the other country through on-

going communication – twinning clubs in Dar Assadaqa Palestine, links groups in 

CADFA in London as well as visits where possible 
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We held Skype links between our friends in Abu Dis and links groups and workshops 

in the UK several times during this project. 

 

We were happy to have volunteers from the UK working in Dar Assadaqa in Abu Dis 

on children’s and media projects. We no longer have the funding that we have had 

previously to bring Palestinian volunteers to the UK but we hope to do that in the 

future.  

 

We were asked by people in Abu Dis to take forward issues that were important to 

them. Many of these can be seen in our human rights reports. We also wrote to 

Camden Council on behalf of the Mayor of Abu Dis who wanted to strengthen the 

formal relation between the two councils. 

 

We took 42 visitors (including 10 from France) to Palestine during this year on fact-

finding tours and youth projects which raised people’s level of knowledge. We 

prepared them before they went, using our books and leaflets as a resource, and 

after they returned organised feedback for them and public events at which they 

spoke to others about their experiences 

and showed pictures. These meetings 

became discussions of the situation and 

what people in the UK could do, helping 

to involve more people in the work.  The 

visits to Palestine were always a 

combination of pleasure (meeting friendly 

people) and shock and surprise as people 

discovered the extent of the human rights 

violations and restrictions on their new 

friends. Following these visits, we asked 

people to do feedback not only to friends 

and colleagues but in public feedback 

meetings at the Café and elsewhere. 

 

During this year, the Ma’an project (for 

youth exchanges) and the efforts of 

CADFA women’s links in fundraising for a 

women’s visit in March helped us to bring 

a total of 16 Palestinian visitors and 6 

French visitors to Britain. These visits 

offered great opportunities to visitors and 

their UK partners to see, meet and learn. 

They were also a strong contribution to 

human rights advocacy, bringing people 

young and older people who could talk 

 CADFA’s exchange 

visits in 2018-19 
 

 
 
Exchanges/ visits to Palestine: 

• April 2018 – Ma’an project youth 

visit  

• July 2018-  CADFA visit 

• July-August – Volunteers at Dar 

Assadaqa summer camp 

• October 2018 – CADFA visit 

• March-April 2019 – CADFA visit 

Exchanges/ visits to the UK: 
• July 2018 – Abu Dis co-ordinator 

joined CADFA conference 

• September 2018 – Ma’an project 

youth visit 

• March 2019 – Women’s visit 

from Palestine 
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about their lives living under military law in Palestine. We worked with them in 

induction workshops to think about communication issues to an audience in Britain, 

involved them in our public meetings as speakers, and where relevant arranged 

meetings with policy makers. 

  

The visit in July and the women’s visit had no external funding and were smaller than 

recent group visits we have organised. But they were also very effective.  Feedback 

from all of our visitors was very positive. 

 

   

Volunteering in Palestine and the UK 
We were delighted to have good volunteers from the UK in Palestine in summer 

2018 in Palestine: Pauline, Yasmine and Flora made a strong contribution to this 

year’s Dar Assadaqa summer camp, and Fatima, an intern from the University of Lille, 

working with us in London in spring 2018. 

 

 

 

Strengthening advocacy skills 
 

 

This year CADFA’s work reached new people and places and involved many new 

people in working for human rights in Palestine.  There was a steady stream of new 

people coming in, attending our events, joining CADFA, becoming volunteers with us 

joining visits to Palestine or helping with our visits here.  

 

We are particularly pleased at the moment that young people involved during 2018-

19 are now working with us to defy our funding difficulties and help raise the money 

to bring a group of Palestinian girls on a football visit, and university students on a 

student visit, and the women’s links group plans to support further visits of 

Palestinian women to the UK. 

 

We have strong feedback from people who were involved in our work both here and 

in Palestine about what they had learned and positive evaluations of our projects. We 

can also see from the work that many participants do after visits, exchanges or 

volunteering with us that they have developed in knowledge, confidence and skills as 

human rights advocates and people who can make things happen. We see young 

people at Dar Assadaqa developing their English and communication skills and 

learning to speak out more clearly about their human rights issues; we are keen to 

help them develop their media skills.  We see people young and older in the UK 

speaking with more confidence and helping with advocacy and campaigning about 

Palestinian human rights. 
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Interest in this work, concern with Palestinian human rights issues and an 

understanding of its importance is steadily growing and we believe that CADFA’s 

work has made a contribution in this direction.  
 

 

 

Links to some of the resources produced this year 

 

 

CADFA website resources pages updated this year 

Human rights reports human rights reports table 

Annual report with ten years of human rights 

CADFA Facebook page  

CADFA blog from the Ma’an project https://maantogether.blogspot.com/ 

Handbook for Ma’an project exchange to Palestine 

Handbook for Ma’an project exchange in the UK   

Short report from the Ma’an project 

New leaflet on human rights/ apartheid in Palestine  

Petitions to policy makers: visa equality,  Khan al Ahmar  

Postcard printed for members and others to send to MPs (this has two sides) 

Statement on the IHRA definition of antisemitism 

 

Plans for next year 

 
For the past few years, we have been working both to strengthen our work and reach 

more widely and to strengthen our organisation and make it sustainable.  

We have done better on the first than the second in 2018-19. We have ended the 

year with membership going up, new people involved in our activities, and having 

made good progress on our objectives for the year, but with major funding 

challenges. For this reason, we have to concentrate on both of these again, and the 

objectives below include a lot of grassroots-level fundraising. 

 

 
We are setting the following objectives for 2019-20: 
 

(1) In order to strengthen our organisation and make it sustainable.  

 

• To increase our membership by another half. 

• To properly-cost our visits to Palestine and to Britain 

http://www.cadfa.org/resources/
http://www.cadfa.org/resources/human-rights-reports/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yctwrall7npxawa/Ann%20rept%2016-17.pdf?dl=0
https://www.facebook.com/camdenabudis
https://maantogether.blogspot.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/preview/1-%20Abed/Activities/0-%20Ma%27an%20Together/A3%20Palestine/material/Handbook%20A3.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/preview/1-%20Abed/Activities/0-%20Ma%27an%20Together/Final%20report/Evidence%20for%20final%20report/1.%20handbooks/Handbook%20A4.pdf
http://www.change.org/p/tobias-ellwood-make-visa-rules-the-same-for-palestinians-and-israelis
https://www.change.org/p/alistair-burt-save-khan-al-ahmar-village
https://www.dropbox.com/s/86tiqiia9hczk75/postcard%202018.pdf?dl=0
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• To increase our income from fundraising events  

 

(2) In order to to strengthen our work and reach more widely   

 

• To work with partners across London, Palestine, the UK and, if possible, 
other parts of Europe too  

• To fundraise for and run women’s and student visits from Palestine to 
the UK 

• To fundraise for and run a girls’ football visit from Palestine 

• Run several well-run visits to Palestine  

• To increase the number of workshops and events run at Café Palestina  

• To bring Dar Assadaqa back to life after the quietness of 2018-19 

• To improve our use of media and social media  

• To publish the book ‘A Year in Abu Dis’ for the Interpal-project period 
2017-18 

 
 

 

Financial report 2018-19  
 
This year we were running a big Erasmus project (Ma’an-Together) in its last phase, which 
meant that we were spending a good deal on international exchanges, and were still 
suffering from our first partner in that project having left the project with a large amount of 
our money that neither we nor Erasmus on our account have managed to recover.  This year 
we finished the project and the lengthy process of final reporting and were expecting a final 
payment to come just after year end. 
We were also running a project (Palestinian Human Rights Education and Advocacy) which 
had had its only grant from Interpal in the previous year.  
 
There was therefore no grant funding to us in 2018-19. Since 2016, we have not had any new 
grants agreed by Erasmus – major funder (following Youth in Action) of our youth exchanges 
since 2008. We continued to work hard on grant applications to a number of other 
organisations but had no luck this year. We survived the year with the help of a loan, and 
worked hard on generating income from our memberships, events, appeals, the grassroots-
level fundraising work of our links groups. This was the first full year of our work in Café 
Palestina.  
 
CADFA started the year £17.5k in credit, although late items (relating to the previous year) 
reduced that to £11.0k. 

We ended the year £0.7k in credit, or £9.3k in deficit after allowing for a £10k loan. After 
adjusting for trip income for 2019/20 and late items (largely Café payments and salaries, 
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offset by the final Maan money and gift aid, which will be showing in the 2019/20 accounts), 
the deficit is increased slightly to about £10.9k. 

For CADFA Education, the accounts show 0 income and 0 expenditure (the final Masan 
income being paid after the end of the financial year).   

Without any grant income, our main forms of income were memberships, individual 
fundraising and donations. Membership income went up from about £18k last year to £20k 
(currently about £1800 per month), with Gift Aid effectively increasing that by 20%. Income 
from events was up from £7.3k to £10.3k, helped by a full year of the Café operation. 
Donations were down from £21.6k to £11.2k, as last year we received money from Interpal, 
Centre of Innovation and Workers Beer company (£12.2k in total). This year this was offset by 
increases in donations from individuals. 

Last summer we implemented an online method of joining CADFA and encouragement for 
people to use standing orders from bank accounts rather than PayPal (to avoid charges). This, 
combined with the increased visibility of CADFA through the Café and activities has 
contributed to the membership increase. 

We’re grateful to a number of members who have organised fundraising events, and to the 
Women’s Links group who have, under the leadership of Annika Miller Jones, kept up a 
weekly stall at the Brunswick Centre whose income has gone towards women’s links work. 
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CADFA’s accounts 2018-19 

Please see below the accounts for CADFA (here called ‘CADFA charity’) and on the next page 
for also for CADFA Education (see box on page 5).   

CADFA ACCOUNTS - 1st April 2018 to 31st March 2019  

 2017/8  2018/9 

      

CADFA Charity      

Opening Balance  -22,913    16,637  

      

Income      

Project grants - via CADFA Edu 42,236    0   
Project grants - Other 28,931    0   
Other project Income 3,630    2,787   
Membership 17,839    19,739   
Donations 21,631    10,564   
Non-funded visits 17,701    17,387   
Income generation (events, stalls etc) 7,513    10,309   
Gift Aid 15,367    8,896   
Total Income  154,846    69,683  

      

Expenditure      

Abu Dis running costs 8,385    7,108   
Camden running costs 7,826    16,903   
Staff costs 46,762    44,032   
Project expenditure 33,689    16,044   
Non-funded visits cost 14,227    8,259   
Income generation costs 4,408    4,284   
Total Expenditure  115,297    96,628  

      

CADFA Charity Outturn  16,637    -10,309  

      

Opening Balance  -22,913    16,637  

Total Income  154,846    69,683  

Total Expenditure  115,297    96,628  

Surplus (Deficit) Carried Forward  16,637    -10,309  

      

Surplus (Deficit) for the Year  39,549    -26,946  

      

Reconciliation      

Account Balance at 31st March 2018  17,501    676  

Loans Outstanding     -10,000  

Late Transfers In  102    0  

Late Transfers Out  -966    -985  

Total  16,637    -10,309  
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CADFA Edu      

Opening Balance  0    0  

      

Income      

Project grants 42,236    0   
Total Income  42,236    0  

      

Expenditure      

Transfer to CADFA Charity 42,236    0   
Total Expenditure  42,236    0  

      

CADFA Edu Outturn  0    0  

 

 
 

 
 

Thank you  
 

The Trustees would like to thank the many organisations that have helped us during 2018 -
19 including but not only 

• Erasmus +  

• Interpal   

• Al Quds University  

• Saraya Centre Jerusalem 

• Calthorpe Project 

• Soapbox, Islington  

• Association de l’Autre Cote 

• Our project partners in Worcester, 

Llanidloes, Knighton, Northampton, 

Pendle, Tower Hamlet, Abu Dis and across 

the West Bank including many schools, 

youth, women’s and community centres -

thank you all 

We would also like to thank the following 
individuals: 

Nandita Dowson for leading CADFA in London.  
Abdulwahab Sabbah for leading our work in Abu 
Dis.   Hugh Wallis for his work on the accounts. 

 CADFA’s trustees  

2018-19 
 AGM was on 14th July 2018   

Chair 
Vice Chair  

Daniel Guedella 
Mike Fletcher 

Secretary  Cristina Piccoli 
Treasurer  Hugh Wallis   
Trustees  Maha Rahwangi 
 Sumiya Hemsi 
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Sheila Brightley for keeping the books. Debra Parker for doing the Independent Examination 
(audit) of our accounts.  Frances B. for her help on the website, Annika for co-ordinating the 
women’s stall and Stuart, Nina, Jane, Emily, Natalie and others for regular help there.  Les, 
Anne and volunteer musicians for the wonderful music nights, Cristina for the film nights, 
friends who have helped with accommodation for visitors including Michael and Alison, 
Mike and Frances, Carmel and Jonathan who have helped many times.  We owe big thanks 
to very many people who have raised money for CADFA this year including Carmel, Alice, 
Davide, Alfonso, Lamyaa and many others. Flora, Yas and Pauline for volunteering in 
Palestine from the UK, Fatima from France for volunteering in London -as well as to many 
volunteers in the UK and Palestine who have helped in many ways in their own country..  
 
We would like to thank all CADFA members for the contribution that they have made to 
building and supporting CADFA during this past year 


